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60% S&P 500 and 40% Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Aggregate.
Communication Services returns include data from the previously labeled
Telecom sector for returns including dates prior to 9/30/18. 3 Yield reflects
10-year U.S. Treasury, total returns reflect Bloomberg Barclays U.S. Treasury
Index. 4 Yield and total returns reflect that of the respective Bloomberg
Barclays Index. 5 Spot prices and price returns.
Source - Bloomberg, RBC Wealth Management
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Are you not
entertained?
An unexpected August may have left some investors
feeling wrong-footed, but equity market moves may
not have been as far out of bounds as many believed.
Volatility certainly picked up, with the VIX averaging 20.5
for the month—the highest since January’s 21.5 and last
December’s 26.5. Furthermore, PMIs are slowing, with
August’s ISM Manufacturing PMI surprisingly lower than
expected at 49.1, and Fundstrat estimates that $16T of
global debt now trades at negative rates.
However, taking a step back from daily minutiae and
focusing on the bigger picture reveals that U.S. equity
performance has been essentially flat for nearly two
years. These flat returns come despite the nauseainducing path we’ve traveled over this time, with equity
markets delivering an annualized return of only 0.7%
from the January 2018 highs. Consider that as of late July,
the S&P 500 was on track to post its best year since at
least the mid-1990s. Or that even with August’s selloff of
nearly 2.0% in the S&P 500, domestic equities have still
delivered year-to-date gains in the mid-teens. Or that we
avoided the dreaded earnings recession that appeared so
likely earlier this year. Or that U.S. consumer spending,
as evidenced by retail sales data, remains healthy and
continues to drive two-thirds of U.S. economic output.
Or that RBC Capital Markets, LLC Chief Economist Tom
Porcelli estimates that manufacturing, which is what
Manufacturing PMIs capture, only comprises about
10% of U.S. economic output. It seems to us that there
is more balance in equity markets than one might feel at
this moment.

Investment and insurance products offered through RBC Wealth
Management are not insured by the FDIC or any other federal
government agency, are not deposits or other obligations of,
or guaranteed by, a bank or any bank affiliate, and are subject
to investment risks, including possible loss of the principal
amount invested.
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S&P 500 annual returns, by year

Strong starts with midyear corrections and
late-year rallies are not
unprecedented. 2019
appears to be on a similar
trajectory as 1998, a year
in which markets priced
in Long-Term Capital
Management and Asian
Financial Crisis concerns
before ultimately ending the
year on a high note.
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Source - RBC Wealth Management, Bloomberg; data through 8/31/19

Global equity markets were broadly lower in August as governments involved in
trade disputes continued to be inconsistent, at best, in their messaging and their
implementation of tariffs, while monthly PMI data suggested a global economy in
contraction. Furthermore, interest rates continued to fall around the world with the
Treasury rate backdrop in the U.S. deteriorating as the 2Y/10Y spread inverted and
bottoming at -5 bps on August 27. And most strikingly, Argentinian equities slid 48%
in a single day—the second-worst one-day rout in a single exchange since 1950,
according to Bloomberg.
As a result, the MSCI All Country World Index retreated 2.3% on a total return basis
with U.S. large caps acting as a buoy. Europe shed 2.7%, Asian indexes declined
3.1%, and emerging markets fell 4.9%. Clearly, economically sensitive geographies
struggled, as further evidenced by oil’s 5.9% decline and gold’s 7.5% gain.
The same trends played out in U.S. equities, with bond proxies delivering gains
while risk-on sectors declined. Leadership was evident in the Utilities, Real Estate,
and Consumer Staples sectors, with these groups gaining between 1.8% and 5.2%
for the month. The worst-performing sector was Energy, largely due to renewed
concerns about oil demand and the impact this had on oil prices. Financials,
Materials, and Industrials all declined more than the S&P 500, and small caps trailed
their large cap peers. In our view, recent stock performance reflects increasing fear
of a slowdown in global growth, but we believe it’s important to remember that the
market is a forward discounting mechanism and much of this concern appears to
be priced into the market at current index levels—particularly when we look at the
results of the AAII investor sentiment survey in relation to U.S. index valuations and
volatility.

Dividend and Treasury yields: What gives?
Historical precedent suggests S&P 500 and Treasury yields are currently at an
interesting juncture, and analyzing the relationship of U.S. equity yields and the 10Y
Treasury rate shows a trend that skews positively for U.S. stocks. The current 2.0%
yield on the S&P 500 appears favorable relative to the 10Y Treasury rate of 1.50%. In
fact, this 1.3x ratio of equity yields to bond yields has historically indicated future
equity returns greater than 15% annually. When the ratio has been this elevated,
equity returns have more than doubled their historical averages.
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Since 1960, when the S&P 500’s dividend yields has outpaced the 10Y Treasury
rate, stocks have returned 19.3% on average in the ensuing 12 months—more than
double the index’s 12-month rolling average of 8.0%. Furthermore, there have been
37 monthly occurrences since 1960 in which the S&P 500 dividend yield was larger
than the 10Y Treasury rate, and 95% of the time next-12-month returns have been
positive.

Ratio of S&P 500 dividend yield to 10Y Treasury rates

Based on historical
precedent and adjusting
for the possibility of a “new
normal” for U.S. interest
rates, equity returns still
appear favorable from here—
even if they don’t reach the
levels attained in 2008,
2012, and 2016, the last
three times that S&P 500
dividend yields outpaced
10Y Treasury rates to this
extent.
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Further support for our view on equities can be found in the fact that the current
ratio of S&P 500 yields to 10Y Treasury yields is comparable to the peaks of 2008,
2012, and 2016. All three instances proved to be good times to invest in equity
markets, as the yield relationship subsequently normalized and equity markets
clawed their way higher. However, we must also acknowledge the fact that a “new
normal” may be in place for global interest rates. The outcome that appears most
likely to us is that a new interest rate regime will moderate, but not eliminate, this
trend of above-average equity returns. Over the next 12 months, we believe returns
will probably follow a trajectory similar to past instances, albeit on a more modest
scale. But if history is a guide, future equity returns are likely to exhibit an attractive
risk-reward relationship.
To be clear, we’re not arguing that returns will approach 20% over the next 12
months, but we are looking to the unwinding of this stretched relationship to
help us remain focused on the bigger picture as volatility rises and equity markets
consolidate their gains of 2016 and 2017. Although potential equity performance
over the next several months is unclear, we hope investors realize there is some
support for equity markets today—particularly for those who take advantage of the
positive tailwinds of relative yields in relation to valuations, investor sentiment, and
market volatility. In our view, there may be more balance in equity markets than first
meets the eye.
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World markets
August month-over-month and year-to-date total return
Germany
DAX
M/M: -2.05%
YTD: 13.07%
China
Shanghai
M/M: -1.46%
YTD: 18.41%

U.K.
FTSE All-Share
M/M: -3.56%
YTD: 11.09%

Canada
S&P/TSX
M/M: 0.43%
YTD: 17.10%
U.S.
S&P 500
M/M: -1.58%
YTD: 18.34%

France
CAC 40
M/M: -0.69%
YTD: 19.24%

Hong Kong
Hang Seng
M/M: -7.05%
YTD: 2.39%

India
Sensex
M/M: -0.25%
YTD: 4.55%

Brazil
Ibovespa
M/M: -0.67%
YTD: 15.07%

Japan
Nikkei 225
M/M: -3.72%
YTD: 4.75%

Australia
S&P/ASX 200
M/M: -2.12%
YTD: 21.44%

Source - Bloomberg; priced in local currency

Total monthly returns for select indexes – August 2019
7.53%
0.41% 0.40%

Source - Bloomberg
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WTI crude
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NASDAQ
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Russell 3000

S&P 500

Dow (DJIA)

HY credit

Dollar index

IG credit

U.S. Treasuries

Gold

-1.32% -1.58% -2.04% -2.32% -2.46% -2.56% -2.66%
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MSCI Emerg. Mkts.

3.40% 3.14%
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